Not A Fan Daily Devotional: 75 Days To Becoming A Completely Committed Follower Of Jesus
Featuring all new content building on the mega bestseller Not a Fan, author and pastor Kyle Idleman dives deep into each of his principles from the original book and helps you see how you can live out what it means to be a truly committed and sold-out follower of Jesus. Seventy-five days of insights, stories, encouragement, and biblical truth and inspiration will bring this life-changing book to an even deeper level for all those who desire to take the next steps in being a true disciple. Each devotional gives you a scripture to focus on, a story or insight that illustrates one of the Not a Fan principles, and most importantly, a “Do Something About It” section that helps you with simple ways to put the principles in practice immediately. This immensely practical and helpful devotional is a perfect daily read for any believer, new or old.
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Customer Reviews

I truly enjoy the writings of Mr. Idleman, and am in the process of reading these book, which is set up to read daily, or in what way works best for the reader. I would think this book would very much appeal to a young or "yuppy" age audience......the twenty’s and thirty-somethings, although I am older and love it. It enhances your seriousness of truly following Jesus, or making you realize/ponder if you’re just a fan. I think it’s a fabulous concept and hopefully after reading a book fashioned like this, one would truly desire to become a follower and not just a fan of this wonderful savior, Jesus.
Very thought provoking. Several times I found that I could spend several days on one day’s devotion. This book can definitely keep you in God’s Word more, which no doubt will bring you closer to God, Himself.

Awesome devotional. I haven’t read the actual book the devotional is based on, but plan to do so. It is very inspiring, help you think about life and how to improve your walk with God. I share this devotional at work, and everyone seems to enjoy it as well. I am hoping the authors does one similar for his book "The End of Me"

not a fan devotional is awesome as are any of Kyle’s books that I have read...We have used the not a fan book as a Bible study and are planning to do yet another one using the same book for other’s that have not yet read it.

Excellent! If you are looking for a practical devo that will influence your spiritual life to make life changes, this is it. Asks the 'hard' questions to help you to get past your inner critic and allow the Holy Spirit to reveal truth.

This study has been very thought-provoking, and the author has a sense of humor I can appreciate. The book it is based on is pretty challenging (personally) to read through, but as a daily "devotional" for over just under three months, I've learned to consider a lot - now to apply it and be more than a fan. I recommend it.

Terrific daily devotional. The readings are short and relevant to trying to follow God and not just be a fan. I highly recommend this book to everyone to read daily and keep their mind on track.

I'm about 2/3 of the way done with this daily devotional and I have enjoyed every day’s reading. It’s convicting and will compel you to rethink your devotion to Christ.
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